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CANADA 

NALP Exposes British Purge 

Of Canadian Intelligence 
North American Labor Party (NALP) spokesman 

Joseph Brewda's testimony before the Royal Com

mission hearings Jan. 18 on alleged illegalities com

mitted by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police was in

terrupted by Commission chairman David McDonald. 

McDonald prevented Brewda from submitting that 

portion of his testimony which identified the Commission 

itself as a British intelligence ploy to purge traditionally 

pro-U.S. and anti-British networks from Canadian in

telligence agencies. 
Ten days later federal Solicitor General Francis Fox 

and long-standing chief of Canadian Military InteIJigence 

Walter Dabros were forced to resign as an escalation of 

the purge exposed in the NALP statement. 
The struggle for control of Canadian intelligence has 

been developing over the last year, since the first 

revelations of long-standing operations within the Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) to control and curtail 
terror and drug-peddling ventures which the British ha ve 

directed since the early 1970s. The selected purge of 
those Canadian institutions tied to U.S. traditionalist 

circles in the military and intelligence communities has 
been mounted by the modern Loyalists to aid in 

decimating intelligence capacity in the United States. 
In line with this, highly-placed informants say that the 

removal of Fox and Dabros was prerequisite to 

unleashing the Cosmos "killer satellite" scare and the 
more recently concocted "Soviet spy scandal, " because 
the two constituted an unwanted moderating influence 
with respect to British "daredevil" tactics. 

Following Fox's resignation, British intelligence liaison 
in the Quebec trade union bureaucracy, Louis Laberge, 

called for a "complete withdrawal of the RCMP from 
Quebec. " 

Here are sections of North American Labor Party's 

spokesman, Joseph Brewda 's testimony to the McDonald 

Commission. 

It is first necessary to note that this commission is a 
fraud'; that its alleged purpose for existence is not its 
actual purpose .... 

It is assumed by many that the purpose of this com
mission to investigate RCMP wrongdoing to safeguard 
individual rights from so-called excesses .... The public is 
told that a paranoid zeal on the part of the RCMP is 
threatening civil liberties .... 

We can assume that the bulk of existing scandals are 
classical. "watergate" style frame-ups to facilitate a 
reorganization of the Mounted Police. The personnel 
staffing this commission, the media's role, and other 

information indicate the guidelines and reorganization 
towards which this commission is moving: they intend to 
facilitate British intelligence-directed terrorism in North 
America. The intended reorganization of the RCMP is 
meant to purge or hamper antiterrorist factions. 

... There are two primary factions within the RCMP 
involved in the brawl going on right, now. One faction 
appears to be based in Security Services (SS) and is 
opposed to Canada's being used as a base of British and 
Chinese-linked terrorism, gun running, and drug traf
ficking. This is the faction currently being framed. The 
other faction appears to be based in Robin Bourne's 
former group known as "Police Security and Analysis 
Group" (PSAG), a British intelligence-controlled agency 
working out of the Solicitor General's office. 

On the most immediate level, this faction is led by 
Robin Bourne, and John Starnes. Established in 1971, this 
agency has attempted to bypass antiterrorist factions in 
the SS and we can assume was closely involved in the 
terrorist groups spawned by the Local Initiatives 
Program (LIP) and Chester Ronning's "Black Sep
tember." We can assume that a number of illegal acts 
attributed to the RCMP's SS were conducted by PSAG 
agents with money perhaps conduited through the mili
tary. 

This British intelligence-linked faction... is most 
closely associated on the federal level with such British 
political agents of influence as Trudeau, Goyer, and Fox 
in the Liberal Party. Outside the government, Rio 
Algom, Brascan and such private institutions as the 
Canadian Institute of International Affairs and the 
Donner Foundation whose current president is Mr. 
Rickerd of the "McDonald Commission." This faction is 
specifically British as opposed to Canadian in that its 
policies are to the absolute detriment of Canada and are 
intended to augment British control of the international 
monetary system via selective terror .... 

The best example of how the British-run Fabian fac
tions of the RCMP direct terrorism is the notorious case 
of the Black September terror gang .... 

According to information provided in sworn testimony 
by ex-CIA and National Security Council agent, Roy 
Frankhauser, the Black September was formed in 
Toronto by Chester Ronning and James Endicott in the 
early 1970s. Frankhauser had been active in Black 
September in that period as an agent of the CIA and had 
carried out recruitment drivJs for that terror gang. He 
can thus speak with absolute certainty as to its British 
intelligen

"
ce, RCl\1P-linked origins. 

Black September was formed by Henry Kissinger in 
the early 1970s for utilization in destabilizing the mid-
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east situation. Information now in the possession of the 
U.S. Labor Party indicates that. Kissinger has been 
primarily a British agent since his stay at the Tavistock 
Institute in London, England in the 1950s. The personal 
histories of Ronning and Endicott document the extent of 
British control and RCMP complicity .... 

Chester Ronning has had a long history as a career 
diplomat in the Canadian government closely associated 
with Lester Pearson. Like James Endicott, Ronning was 
an advisor to Chou En Lai and represents a key point of 
British penetration and control of Chinese terrorist ac
tivities. Together with Pearson, Ronning played a key 
role for Sir William Stephenson's "Special Operations 
Executive" (SOE) and was crucial in reorganizing and 
controlling the Ministry of External Affairs. According 
to some reports, John Starnes and Robin Bourne are both 
proteges of Ronning's. 

James Endicott functioned immediately under Ron
ning in the Black September command structure. En
dicott, together with his two sons, is active in the net
works established by the Local Initiatives Program and 
under the apparent control of the PSAG ... 

Personnel for Black September was drawn from 
Arab students at York but also various British nationals 
and the right wing organization "Unity Now." According 
to Frankhauser, Unity Now was led by Martin Weiche of 
London, Ontario, a low-level RCMP agent under Fabian 
control. In fact, the entire collection of rightwingers 
around the Western Guard was formed and controlled by 
the RCMP. Recent testimony at a trial of Western Guard 
members points in this direction - the case of Cp!. 
Dugan is suggestive - but more crucial is the control of 
the RCMP by Fabian factions .... 

Another example of the way WWII British Special 
Operations Executive networks in the RCMP are in
volved in terrorism is in their connection to mainland 
Chinese drug running. It is well-known that drugs enter 
the U.S. from Hong Kong, via Vancouver and Montreal. 
The British and Chinese utilize routes established for 
whisky smuggling during Prohibition. 

Recently, sources have suggested that Professor Paul 
Lin of McGill plays a leading role in this operation. Like 
Ronning, Lin is also a former advisor to Chou En Lai; 
like Ronning, he works closely with the Canadian In
stitute of International Affairs. Heroin and other drugs 
are exchanged for gold in British Columbia; then Maoist 

networks in B.C., Toronto, and Montreal play a key role 
in drug flow to the U.S .... 

What the McDonald Commission 
Refused to Hear 

... In fact, the careers of McDonald, Rickerd, Gilbert 
and Francis Fox intersect at a number of crucial points. 
All have rather standard pedigrees typical of British 
intelligence ... but they also have more immediate con
nections. McDonald and Rickerd were acquainted with 
each other as far back as their attendance at Baliol 
College, Oxford when McDonald was there as a Rhodes 
scholar. Francis Fox later attended Oxford as a Rhodes 
scholar ... Balliol College and the Rhodes program have 
been standard recruiting grounds for British agents. 
Otherwise, Francis Fox was not only a student and 
protege of Rickerd's at York University but in fact was 
placed on the Donner Foundation by Rickerd, the present 
chairman of the Foundation. Other connections of these 
four careers include the fact that both Fox and Gilbert 
were both members of the same law firm in Montreal... 
It is probably well known that McDonald is a prominent 
Alberta Liberal reportedly close to Trudeau. There is 
evidence that Guy Gilbert has in the past been close to 
key Fabian agent, J.P. Gagnon. 

However, a more significant vulnerability the 
RCMP could play on to stop the fraudulent commission is 
to blow the real story of the Donner Foundation led by 
Donald Rickerd. The Donner Foundation is considered to 
be a key funder of Indian-based terrorism in North 
America - this judgment is shared by various security 
personnel and responsible journalists. It is exactly such 
threatened Indian terrorism which is being used to 
sabotage Northern development. 

Even a casual examination of Donner funding tends to 
confirm this analysis. A sample of U.S. and Canadian 
recipients of Donner funds includes such groups as the 
Coalition of Eastern Native Americans, the Alaska Legal 
Services Corporation, the American Indian Law Students 
Association. Such groups as the Inuit Tapirisat received 
$45,000 in 1976 alone. The Canadian Arctic Resources 
Committee received $95,000 in that year. 

Such massive funds provide a capability of conduiting 
funds to synthetic terrorist organizations such as the 
American Indian Movement. The funds and personnel 
provide the basis for synthetic opposition to the con
struction of needed pipelines .... 
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